SCARCITY - RESERVATION CODE
The announcement that FinalTrim for Men is finally available to the public has generated such overwhelming demand that we've set up this FinalTrim Trial Order Line - to give everyone who calls in time a Trial Reservation Code that matches them up with one of these last 100 trials for this radio airing. [SLIGHT PAUSE] Your Trial Reservation Code is ...

AUTOMATED VOICE FILLS IN A # BETWEEN 80 & 89

FINAL TRIM BENEFITS
Final Trim For Men is an all-natural weight loss supplement containing konjac root, which has been featured on major television shows because of its powerful health and weight loss benefits! Since our metabolism-boosting formula helps you shed body fat more quickly, you can keep eating your favorite foods and STILL lose pounds and inches - in fact, we guarantee it! And FinalTrim is so easy to use -- take two capsules just once a day, and you can experience maximum weight loss - pounds in days. It uses natural ingredients, making it healthy and safe. If your weight loss with Final Trim is too dramatic, please decrease use and only take one capsule a day.

[Excerpted from DIRALT 001476 – DIRALT 001478]